SimGHOSTS is pleased to announce their support of the Patient Safety Movement Foundation and mission to eliminate preventable deaths by 2020 (0X2020).

SimGHOSTS is a DBA of The Gathering Of Healthcare Simulation Technology Specialists Inc. and is a US-based 501(c)3 non-profit educational organization with an official address at 3870 E. FLAMINGO RD. #A2-443 LAS VEGAS NV 89121 USA, and exists through the United States Federal IRS Tax ID# 45-5004291. The SimGHOSTS organization is dedicated to providing hands-on training, online resources, and community support for Simulation Technology Specialists or those operating medical simulation technology. Our mission is to increase the adoption and utilization of simulation technologies to improve healthcare patient safety and learning outcomes. SimGHOSTS holds internationally attended events around the world to provide community-driven and vendor technical training. Annual Online Subscription Membership of SimGHOSTS is currently provided complimentary to attendees of yearly meetings, but is also available for purchase for non-attendees at the current rate of $60.00/yr. Annual corporate membership to online resources is extended to vendor sponsors of annual events.

As a committed organization, SimGHOSTS will demonstrate alliance with PSMF by:
1. Spreading the mission of 0X2020 through SimGHOSTS members and partners
   a. Introducing SimGHOSTS partner organizations that share aligned missions and values to the PSMF
2. Participating in the PSMF’s Actionable Patient Safety Solutions (APSS) workgroups to develop a Simulation Plan for select APSS
3. Disseminating APSS within the SimGHOSTS community
4. Asking hospitals connected with SimGHOSTS to implement APSS and make formal commitments through the PSMF to improve patient safety
5. Promote upcoming events, educational opportunities and speaking engagements

To demonstrate PSMF’s support of SimGHOSTS, PSMF will:
1. Publish select resources provided by SimGHOSTS on the PSMF’s “Resources” webpage
2. Promote SimGHOSTS events and educational opportunities amongst relevant networks and wider communities through a variety of routes including traditional and online marketing methods
   a. This includes but is not limited to, Banners, eNewsletters and social media.
3. Encourage quarterly calls between the two organizations to keep up to date on each organization’s initiatives
4. Informally help SimGHOSTS identify participants for research opportunities supporting Healthcare Simulation Technology.

We at SimGHOSTS are excited to announce our commitment to improve patient safety.
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